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The morphologic and thermophysical characteristics of part of the extensive lava flow fields southwest of Arsia
Mons (22.5–27.5°S, 120–130°W) have been examined using a combination of orbital VNIR and TIR datasets.
THEMIS images provide context for the regional geology and record diurnal temperature variability that is di-
verse and unusual for flow surfaces in such close proximity. CTX images were used to distinguish dominant
flow types and assess local age relationships between individual lava flows. CTX and HiRISE images provide de-
tailed information on flow surface textures and document aeolian effects as they reveal fine-grained deposits in
many low-lying areas of the flow surfaces as well as small patches of transverse aeolian ridges. Although this re-
gion is generally dust-covered and has a lower overall thermal inertia, the THEMIS data indicate subtle spectral
variationswithin the population of lava flows studied. These variations could be due to compositional differences
among the flows or related to mixing of flow and aeolian materials. Specific results regarding flow morphology
include: a) Two main lava flow types (bright, rugged and dark, smooth as observed in CTX images) dominate
the southwest Arsia Mons/NE Daedalia Planum region; b) the bright, rugged flows have knobby, ridged, and/or
platy surface textures, commonly have medial channel/levee systems, and may have broad distal lobes; c) the
dark, smooth flows extend from distributary systems that consist of combinations of lava channels, lava tubes,
and/or sinuous ridges and plateaus; and d) steep-sided, terraced margins, digitate breakout lobes, and smooth-
surfaced plateaus along lava channel/tube systems are interpreted as signatures of flow inflation within the
dark, smooth flow type. These flows exhibit smoother upper surfaces, are thinner, and have more numerous,
smaller lobes, which, along with their the channel-/tube-fed nature, indicate a lower viscosity lava than for the
bright, rugged flows. Flow patterns and local interfingering and overlapping relationships are delineated in
CTX images and allow reconstruction of the complex flow field surfaces. Darker channel-/tube-fed flows are gen-
erally younger than adjacent thicker, bright, rugged flows; however, the diversity and complexity of temporal re-
lationships observed, alongwith the thermophysical variability, suggests that lava sourceswith different eruptive
styles and magnitudes and/or lavas that experienced different local emplacement conditions were active
contemporaneously.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The acquisition of high spatial resolution datasets with significant
areal coverage provides an opportunity to explore the styles, magni-
tudes, and sequences of Martian volcanism in detail. The current inves-
tigation uses visible/near-infrared (VNIR) and thermal infrared (TIR)
imaging to characterize lava flow fields of southern Tharsis, specifically
those southwest of Arsia Mons and farther to the south in Daedalia
Planum. Arsia Mons, the southernmost of the prominent Tharsis shield
volcanoes, exhibits well-developed lava flow fields with a multitude of
individual flows and flow lobes. Recent orbital data of the Martian
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surface now reveal small-scale characteristics of lava flow surfaces
that provide new insights into the flow emplacement processes respon-
sible for their formation. Our research examines flowmorphology, local
sequences of flow emplacement and flow field stratigraphy, degrada-
tion of flow field surfaces, and the unusual thermophysical variability
of this flow field. The region includes lava flows that have been shown
to exhibit some of the roughest surfaces on Mars at centimeter-to-
meter-scales (Bandfield, 2009), as well as flows in close proximity
showing all four types of diurnal temperature response (i.e., cool or
warm in the day and cool or warm at night, as well as both kinds of
day/night temperature inversions (Ramsey and Crown, 2010)). The re-
gion generally has a moderate overall dust cover and relatively low
nighttime thermal inertia. Therefore, these diurnal temperature varia-
tions are likely caused by a complex combination of dust cover, albedo,
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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and surface roughness. Thermal infrared datasets are also used to eval-
uate potential spectral differences and interpret physical properties of
surface materials. Our combined morphologic and thermal characteri-
zation of this region is important both for interpreting the styles and di-
versity of Martian volcanism and for extending detailed thermal
infrared analyses to comparable areas of the Martian surface.

2. Study area

Arsia Mons along with Pavonis and Ascraeus Montes form a linear
chain of three large shield volcanoes that, along with Olympus Mons
to the northwest, dominate the Tharsis volcanic province on Mars.
Arsia Mons is 461 × 326 km across and 17.7 km high, with exposed re-
lief of 11+ km (relative to the Tharsis plateau) and flank slopes averag-
ing ~5° (Plescia, 2004). Daedalia Planum is an elevated plains region at
the southern margin of the Tharsis province, where lava flows and
plains embay remnants of highland terrain (e.g., Scott and Tanaka,
1986; Dohm et al., 2001). Typical surface slopes of the lava flow fields
decrease steadily from 0 to 5° south of Arsia Mons to b0.5° at the south-
ern margin of Daedalia Planum (Crown et al., 2012).

Arsia Mons has a well-developed summit caldera (Crumpler and
Aubele, 1978; Crumpler et al., 1996; Head et al., 1998a, 1998b;
Mouginis-Mark, 2002) and exhibits two large flow aprons that extend
from alcoves on its northeast and southwest flanks and postdate its
main shield (Plescia, 2004; Scott and Zimbelman, 1995; Bleacher et al.,
2007a; Garry et al., 2014). The current investigation focuses on a zone
(22.5–27.5°S, 120–130°W) (Fig. 1) within the extensive flow fields
southwest of Arsia Mons and in northeast Daedalia Planum, for which
high-resolution (1–15 m) VNIR and moderate-resolution (100 m) TIR
Fig. 1.A.MOLA color hill shade image (illuminated from the NW) showing location of the south
Crown et al., 2015; Crown, 2016, in preparation). Note the Arsia Mons edifice (upper right) w
cratered terrain to south and southwest are embayed by southern Tharsis lava flows. North is
Arsia Mons flow field study area (22.5–27.5°S, 120–130°W) outlined by white box. Locations
TIR nighttime and daytime mosaics for the eastern part of the southwest Arsia Mons flow fiel
refer to the nighttime and daytime temperatures, respectively, and the arrows indicate cooler
temperature variations are observed in relatively close proximity to one another.
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data coverage is available. This work is part of broader studies of the
southern Tharsis region of Mars that include geologic/flow field map-
ping (Crown et al., 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, in
preparation; Crown and Berman, 2012; Chuang et al., 2016; Crown,
2016, in preparation) and thermophysical mapping and modeling
(Ramsey and Crown, 2010; Ramsey et al., 2012; Price et al., 2013;
Simurda et al., 2015) to document the volcanic evolution of Mars' larg-
est volcanic province.

3. Previous work

Using Viking Orbiter images, a series of sixteen 1:2M scale lava flow
maps were previously completed for the Tharsis region. Our study ex-
amines lava flows in what were defined as the Tharsis Montes and
Arsia Mons flow units (Scott, 1981; Scott and Tanaka, 1981; Scott
et al., 1981). Lava flows have long been recognized to the southwest
of Arsia Mons, and the morphologic properties of individual flows as
documented in Viking Orbiter images were used to provide some of
the earliest estimates of rheologic properties of Martian lavas (Moore
et al., 1978; Schaber et al., 1978). Warner and Gregg (2003) used Mars
Orbiter Camera (MOC) images to document the ridged surface texture
exhibited by lava flows southwest of Arsia Mons and made measure-
ments of flow properties (e.g., flow dimensions, ridge spacing and am-
plitude) to estimate rheologic parameters that were consistent with
basaltic or basaltic andesite compositions. More recent studies of the
Tharsis region have utilized Mars Express High Resolution Stereo
Camera (HRSC) images to identify small vents and their associated
flow fields, to distinguish different flow morphologies, and to examine
evolutionary stages in effusive volcanism (Bleacher et al., 2007a,b; see
west ArsiaMonsflow field study area (22.5–27.5°S, 120–130°E) outlined bywhite box (see
ith summit caldera, southwest apron, and surrounding flow fields; remnants of ancient
to the top in this and all other figures. B. THEMIS TIR daytime image mosaic showing the
of Figs. 2–6 are indicated by black boxes and white asterisks. C. Comparison of THEMIS
d, showing unusual variations in diurnal thermophysical behavior of the flows. Tn and Td
(down) and warmer (up) temperatures. Note that all possible combinations of day-night
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also Bleacher et al., this volume). Zones dominated by different flow
types were documented on the southern flanks of Arsia Mons and in
the Arsia rift apron at the southern base of the edifice (north of the pres-
ent study area); themost abundant volcanic units in this areaweremot-
tled, hummocky, channel-fed flows, and tube-fed flows. Comparisons
have also been made between the thermal infrared spectral signatures
of SNC meteorites and those of relatively dust-free lava flows in
Daedalia Planum to the south of the current study areawhich show con-
sistency with the basaltic shergottites (Lang et al., 2009).

Giacomini et al. (2009) used Thermal Emission Imaging System
(THEMIS) and Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data to produce a
map of lava flow units in Daedalia Planum (south of the present study
area) and categorized flows based on interpretations of stratigraphic re-
lations and surface texture. They noted the presence of small features on
flow surfaces that they attributed to flow inflation, including tumuli,
lava rises, and squeeze-ups. Giacomini et al. (2012) examinedflowmor-
phologies and spectral characteristics in Daedalia Planum using
THEMIS, HiRISE, and OMEGA data to investigate compositional proper-
ties and relationships to flow characteristics. They noted a general pro-
gression from older, broad flows with platy-ridged surface textures to
younger, elongate flows with channels, as well as some cases where
spectral behavior appeared to correlate with flow properties. Analysis
of OMEGA data showed spectral signatures indicative of mafic minerals
and consistent with tholeiitic basalts.

Ramsey and Crown (2010) showed that lava flows southwest of
Arsia Mons (near 22.5°S, 238.0°E) have unusual thermophysical vari-
ability at the spatial scale of individual flow units. Geologic mapping
suggests that some flows in this area are relatively young (~100 My)
(Crown et al., 2011, 2015), which together with the observed
thermophysical variability, reinforces the finding from Bandfield
(2009) that this region has some of the greatest centimeter-to-meter-
scale roughness onMars. This roughnesswould be expected to decrease
over time with continued erosion and aeolian mantling. Prior analyses
of CTX and HiRISE images indicate that lava flows here are in fact par-
tially mantled by aeolian infill (Crown et al., 2009). Thermal Emission
Spectrometer (TES) and THEMIS-derived thermal inertia and visible al-
bedo values indicate that a moderate amount of dust cover must be
present in this region (Ruff and Christensen, 2002). Despite the compli-
cations of aeolian infilling and dust mantling, Ramsey and Crown
(2010) identified thermal IR spectral variations between and along
lava flows, as well as every style of albedo/thermophysical variability
at the individual flow scale (see also Simurda et al., 2015). Diurnal tem-
perature changes are expected for rocky surfaces that are free of dust
(e.g., warm at night and cooler in the day relative to their surroundings)
or those well-covered with dust (e.g., cool at night and warmer in the
day) relative to other flows and surfaces in the region. However, some
flows in this region show no temperature inversion between day and
night in TIR data. Therefore, the overall complexity in thermal behavior
at the scale of individual flowswithin the same geographic region is the
likely result of an albedo-dominated influence of radiant temperature
combinedwith the presence of variable amounts of surface dust and ae-
olian infill. These preliminary observations are expanded upon below as
part of this systematic investigation of lava flow fields southwest of
Arsia Mons.

In conjunction with geologic mapping of southern Tharsis including
the southwest Arsia Mons and Daedalia Planum flow fields (Crown
et al., 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015; Crown and Berman, 2012;
Chuang et al., in review), Crown et al. (2015) derived age estimates
for individual lava flows using CTX images from measured populations
of small impact craters superposed on exposed lava flow surfaces. Re-
sults indicate an extensive history of volcanism across southern Tharsis.
Crater size-frequency distributions for a series of elongate flow lobes
south of Arsia Mons (including both the bright, rugged and dark,
smooth flow types described below) indicate ages of ~100 My (Late
Amazonian Epoch). Crater size-frequency distributions for adjacent
broad flow lobes and for sheet flows farther southwest in Daedalia
Please cite this article as: Crown, D.A., Ramsey,M.S., Morphologic and therm
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Planum indicate ages ~1+ Gy (Middle to Early Amazonian), with
older volcanic plains exposed beneath the sheet flows at the southern
margin of Tharsis. These age constraints are consistent with those
found for lava flows in various locations across southern Tharsis by
Holmok (2012) and Kapannusch (2012) using THEMIS and CTX images.
Giacomini et al. (2009) report an age of 260 ± 90 My for the youngest
flow in their Daedalia Planum study region using a HiRISE image.
These chronologic results suggest a general decrease in age toward
the center of Tharsis and that distinct sequences of flow emplacement
may have characterized the Amazonian volcanic history of southern
Tharsis.
4. Datasets

For analyses of southern Tharsis lava flow fields, we use a
combination of VNIR and TIR imaging datasets, including 1) Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) ConTeXt Camera (CTX; ~5 m/pixel)
VNIR images, 2) MRO High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRISE; 0.25m/pixel) VNIR images, 3) theMars Odyssey THEMIS glob-
al mosaic (TIR brightness temperature) and individual daytime and
nighttime TIR multi-band images (~100 m/pixel), and 4) the THEMIS-
derived global thermal inertia mosaic (http://astrogeology.usgs.gov/
maps/mars-themis-derived-globalthermal-inertia-mosaic). Images
were imported into ArcGIS for flow lobe and flow field analyses in con-
junction with related geologic and flow field mapping studies in south-
ern Tharsis. A detailed discussion of THEMIS IR data and its use in this
project follows.

The THEMIS IR imager consists of a 320 by 240 array of uncooled
microbolometer detectors with 10 spectral channels centered between
6.8 and 14.8 μmwith a spatial resolution of approximately 100 m/pixel
(Bandfield et al., 2004; Christensen et al., 2004). THEMIS data have been
composited into global mosaics of daytime and nighttime temperature
as well as derived nighttime thermal inertia (Fergason et al., 2006;
Edwards et al., 2011). Both are useful for visual and quantitative
interpretations over large geographic areas. It was in these mosaic
datasets that the unusual thermophysical properties of the study area
were first observed (Ramsey and Crown, 2010). In addition, we ana-
lyzed two individual THEMIS IR daytime images (I07370003 and
I43297003) covering lava flows in the study area. These were selected
because they were acquired during periods of warmer daytime surface
temperature due either to the season or a shift to an earlier equatorial
crossing time by theMars Odyssey spacecraft. Thewarmer surface tem-
peratures resulted in datawith a higher signal to noise ratio (SNR). Each
IR dataset was acquired with all 10 bands, minimal atmospheric dust
opacity, and local times between approximately 15:00 and 17:00.

Individual THEMIS IR radiance data are commonly corrected for at-
mospheric attenuation using the in-scene methodology of Bandfield
et al. (2004), which relies upon previously-acquired TES data over the
same area. A morphologically bland and spectrally homogeneous region
of a few hundred pixels is chosenwithin the THEMIS IR scene at approx-
imately the same surface elevation as the region of interest. The mean
emissivity value is then extracted over this region for each IR channel.
Atmospherically corrected TES data (bands 9–35 and 65–110) over
that same region are also extracted, averaged together, and convolved
to the THEMIS spectral response functions. Finally, THEMIS-derived
emissivity values are divided by the TES-derived emissivity values for
each band to derive an atmospheric correction scaling factor, which is
then applied to the entire THEMIS emissivity dataset. Channels 1 and 2
(6.78 μm) are averaged together for better signal to noise, and channel
10 (14.88 μm) is removed due to the high atmospheric opacity, resulting
in eight usable IR channels for surface observations. Once corrected for
instrument calibration and atmospheric effects, the radiance-at-ground
data are separated into brightness temperature and apparent surface
emissivity using a normalized emissivity approach with an assumed
maximum emissivity of 0.988 (Christensen, 1982; Realmuto, 1990).
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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Fig. 2. A. CTX images (P04_002500_1563 and B02_010464_1545) showing the two main
lava flow types recognized in the study area: 1) large, relatively thick, bright flows with
rugged upper surfaces; and 2) small, relatively thin, dark flows with mostly featureless
surfaces that are typically associated with narrow lava channels or lava tubes. Note the
large central channel with a depressed surface in the rugged lobe (at center) as well as
the complex lateral levee system. Illumination is from the northwest (upper left) in all
CTX images shown in Figs. 2–6. B. CTX images (B12_014354_1531, B12_014143_1553,
and P17_007748_1554) showing broad lobes that are progressively more prevalent in
the southern portion of the flow field study area. Note that the flow margin sinuosity
indicates broad lobes advanced as compound features consisting of sub-lobes of various
sizes.
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5. Results: lava flows southwest of Arsia Mons

The following sections describe the results of our analyses of the lava
flow fields southwest of Arsia Mons and in northeast Daedalia Planum,
including descriptions of themain lava flow types and theirmorpholog-
ic characteristics, interactions between lava flows and flow field stratig-
raphy, and thermophysical variations that help to characterize the
properties of flow surfaces.

5.1. Lava flow types and morphologic characteristics

It was clear fromMariner 9 and Viking Orbiter images that vast lava
flow fields dominated the region to the southwest of Arsia Mons and
formed the surface units in Daedalia Planum (e.g., Scott, 1981; Scott
et al., 1981; Scott and Tanaka, 1981, 1986; Scott and Zimbelman,
1995). In some cases, individual lava flows were identified and traced
(at least in part) in regional image mosaics; however, we now know
from examination of more recent high-resolution imaging datasets
that the flows evident in those early datasets are only a small fraction
of the multitude that can be studied with currently available data. Fur-
thermore, because the flows identified in those earlier studies were
only the largest andmost prominent flow lobes, they no longer provide
an accurate representation of the nature and diversity of volcanism in
this region. Details of flow surface morphology were illustrated in
scattered high-resolution Viking Orbiter and MOC images, but without
geologic and volcanic context from more systematic areal coverage, it
was difficult to properly extrapolate from those views.

The THEMIS IR mosaic (initially at 230 m/pixel and now at
~100 m/pixel) and CTX image coverage now permit systematic and de-
tailed analyses of the southern Tharsis lava flow fields. The higher (and
more consistent) spatial resolution and greater dynamic range of the
thermal infrared data allow for significantly improved delineation of
individual lava flows. For example, the thermophysical properties ex-
hibited by lava flows southwest of Arsia Mons reveal flow margins
and central channels that were not clearly observed in Viking Orbiter
images. CTX images (~5 m/pixel) allow improved discrimination of
lobes aswell as channel and levee structure, consistently revealing com-
plex flow patterns and local interfingering and overlapping relation-
ships across much of the region, as well as details of the flow surface
morphology (e.g., Crown et al., 2009, 2010, 2011, 2015 and following
sections herein). CTX images have shown, however, that THEMIS data
alone cannot reliably be used to delineate all flowmargins on a regional
basis or to determine accurate flow dimensions, as CTX images show
muchmore clearlywhethermargins are primary emplacementmargins
or are embayed (see Section 5.2). Mars Express HRSC images also pro-
vide complementary information at a similar scale, although are not
used in the current study.

Analysis of CTX images allows mapping and characterization of vol-
canic features in the study area southwest of Arsia Mons.Within the ex-
tensive flow fields, CTX images reveal: i) small circular to elongate vents
that commonly occur in clusters, ii) long, narrow channels, and iii) nu-
merous prominent, elongate, sinuous lava flows, many of which can be
traced for 100+ km. Two main types of elongate, sinuous lava flows
are evident (Fig. 2A): 1) large, relatively thick, higher albedo (bright in
CTX images)flowswith rugged upper surfaces that displaymedial chan-
nel and levee systems andwhich may have broad, distal flow lobes, and
2) small, relatively thin, lower albedo (dark in CTX images) flow lobes
with mostly featureless surfaces that are typically associated with nar-
row lava channels or lava tubes. In the south part of the study area and
beyond, the flowmorphology changes. Wider, larger, and in some cases
lesswell-definedflowunits are evident here (Fig. 2B); south of the study
area these broad lobes appear to coalesce to form a vast volcanic plain
(Crown and Berman, 2012; Crown et al., 2013; see also Giacomini
et al., 2009, 2012). Along the southern margin of the Tharsis region,
large, ridged, and sometimes platy, sheet flows along with a series of
presumed volcanic plains embay the cratered highlands.
Please cite this article as: Crown, D.A., Ramsey,M.S., Morphologic and therm
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5.1.1. Bright, rugged flows
The distinctive bright, rugged flows southwest of Arsia Mons extend

N/NE to S/SW and are concentrated in the upper central and eastern
parts of the study area. Individual lava flow lobes exhibit exposed
lengths of 100 km or more in the study area, which should be consid-
ered minimum values given the evidence of burial of rugged flows
upflow to the north of the region of interest. The longest exposed flow
length in the study area exceeds 250 km. Flowwidths for bright, rugged
lobes vary considerably along the flow length; flowwidths are typically
between 3 and 10 kmbut can approach 20 km in some locations. Bright,
ruggedflows display patterns of small high-standing bedrock exposures
that indicate local flow direction and delineate central channels and
flow levees (Fig. 3). Channels are typically bounded by a distinct, linear
to curvilinearmargin and display relatively constant widths (typically 1
to 3 km), although in some cases channel widths are observed to vary
significantly downflow. The central channel surfaces are typically
lower in elevation than the surrounding flow surface and may be cov-
ered by darker material. Major levee systems commonly make up
much of the flowwidth and consist of coalesced lobes that have spread
laterally from the edges of the central channel. These breakout lobes
may extend to, and define, the outer flow margins. Some larger lobes
appear to disrupt a pre-existing flow levee and form side lobes, such
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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Fig. 3. A. CTX image (P16_007471_1586) showing a bright, rugged flow lobewith a ridged
central channel and a levee system composed of small lateral breakout lobes. B. CTX
images (P0_001590_1567 and P01_001524_1569) showing a rugged flow with a central
channel and lateral levees. The widening of this flow (central part of the image) may
indicate temporary flow front stagnation followed by renewed advance. C. CTX image
(B02_010385_1569) showing a rugged flow with a central channel that exhibits a large
branch extending to the southwest. Note also the large lobe extending from main flow
to the northwest which could be a lateral lobe from the main channel or from an earlier
flow. White box shows extent of Fig. 4a.

Fig. 4. A. CTX image (B02_010385_1569) showing an example of the ridged flow texture
in the breakout lobes that form levees in a channelized, rugged lava flow. See Fig. 3C for
location. B. CTX image (P16_007471_1586) showing the knobby flow texture on a
central channel and the lateral levees in rugged lava flow. C. CTX image
(B19_017097_1541) showing the platy flow texture in a broad flow lobe. Note the
patches of flow surface with subdued ruggedness (i.e., plates) separated by low-lying
smooth regions.
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that the flow exhibits a branching morphology. The planform shapes
and margins of the bright, rugged flows can be complex due to flow
branching and complicated sequences of lateral spreading and break-
out, suggesting complex spatial and temporal histories for individual
flows. The flow cross-section at any given point, changes in flow
cross-section downslope, and the overall flow shape record a delicate
balance between supply history, advance of the flow front, and lateral
spreading and levee development. The rugged flow surfaces display
prominent ridged and/or knobby zones; in some cases, flow surfaces
are less rugged and show platy morphologies (Fig. 4). Dark regions oc-
curring in local, low-lying areas within higher-albedo rugged surfaces
and as larger zones within central channels and extending across flow
Please cite this article as: Crown, D.A., Ramsey,M.S., Morphologic and therm
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surfaces may be the result of mantling of the flow surface by fine-
grained materials and/or surfaces of younger, dark, smooth lavas.

Examples of bright, rugged flows are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3A high-
lights a flow lobe with ridged texture forming the surface of its central
channel. The flowmargins appear to have been formed by small lateral
breakout lobes that served as levees to retain lava in the main channel
and foster advance at the front. In several places on the south side of
the flow, ridge patterns indicate the flow direction for lava that
disrupted the curvilinear margin of the central channel, and fed lateral
breakouts. A rugged lava flow with an extensive central channel with
a mostly dark, depressed surface is shown in Fig. 3B. Lateral levees con-
sist of small breakout lobes extending from the central channel. The
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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flowwidens considerably in themiddle of the figure; this widened zone
may have occurred due to temporary stagnation of the flow front
(resulting from changes in local topography and/or lava supply) and
then renewed advance. Fig. 3C displays a rugged flowwith lateral levees
formed by a series of breakout lobes and a large lateral branch that ex-
tends to the northwest, as well as a branch extending from its central
channel to the southwest. The planform morphology of this flow illus-
trates the spatial and temporal complexities of emplacement processes
for these rugged flows. Close-up views of the primary flow surface tex-
tures are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4A shows a channelized rugged flowwith
ridged texture dominating a series of lateral breakouts. Fig. 4B displays
knobby texture characterizing both the central channel and levees of a
Fig. 5. A. CTX image (P04_002711_1560) of a continuous lava channel at the crest of a local to
(G23_027171_1572) showing a discontinuous lava channel where small dark flows have acc
from the northwest to the southeast. Note also the terraced, digitate margins of flows (a
P12_005889_1598, and B02_010385_1569) showing a discontinuous distributary system, ass
system may be due to the presence of roofed lava tube segments and/or partial burial of
distributary system cover a channelized, rugged flow to the northwest, and the prominent
Sinuous plateaus are interpreted to be inflation features that formed over a lava channel/tub
right) that continues into a series of steep-sided sinuous plateaus. The plateaus have small, digi
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rugged flow. A flowwith platy texture, inwhich patches of the flow sur-
face with moderate ruggedness are separated by low-lying smooth re-
gions, is shown in Fig. 4C. Gradations between the ridged and knobby
textures are commonly observed, and the degree towhich the platy tex-
ture forms is observed to vary spatially.

5.1.2. Dark, smooth flows
Individual flow lobes are more difficult to fully discriminate in

regions dominated by the dark, smooth flows, which are typically
smaller than the rugged flows and whose margins exhibit less relief
and are typically not as distinct (Fig. 5). However, CTX images do re-
veal both individual dark flows that may extend for distances
pographic high whose flanks are composed of dark, smooth lava flow lobes. B. CTX image
umulated; branching and braided channel morphologies are observed. Flow direction is
t lower right) that may be due to flow inflation. C. CTX images (G22_026670_1581,
ociated dark flows, and steep-sided sinuous plateaus. Discontinuities in the distributary
a channel system by overflowing lavas. Note that the dark lavas associated with the
breakout lobe (x) extending from the sinuous ridge at the crest of distributary system.
e system. D. CTX image (P15_006891_1535) showing a braided lava channel (at upper
tate, fan-shaped lobes of dark lava emanating from their margins, particularly to the west.
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comparable to the commonly larger rugged lobes, as well as assem-
blages of numerous smaller dark lobes. In some cases, long narrow
channels occur on local topographic highs with dark flows spreading
laterally from the central raised zone. Some narrow channels are con-
tinuous for long distances and others occur as discontinuous segments
along a sinuous trend. These features are likely to be distributary sys-
tems that consist of a combination of segments of open channel,
roofed lava tubes, and collapsed lava tubes. Some discontinuities in
channels may be due to infilling by later flows emanating from the
channel system due to blockages downstream and/or an increase in
supply. Crown (2016; see also Crown et al., 2015) mapped 219 chan-
nels and channel segments within dark, smooth flow units in the
study area, nearly 80% of which were between 5 and 40 km long.
These volcanic channels commonly exhibit relatively uniform widths
and also show branching and braided morphologies. In some cases,
sinuous ridges and plateaus are observed along the trend of a lava
channel/tube system (Fig. 5C,D). These typically have smooth upper
surfaces and steep margins; locally, small, highly digitate, fan-shaped
lobes appear to emanate from some sinuous plateau margins. We in-
terpret these sinuous ridges and plateaus as inflation features that
formed by excess lava flowing through a channel/tube system.
Bleacher et al. (this volume) describe similar sinuous ridges and pla-
teaus within Pavonis Mons lava flow fields on flows that extend
from the SW rift apron into the plains to the east. Lava rise ridges, de-
fined as elongate inflation features with length/width rations N10,
have been described for a series of lava flows in Queensland,
Australia. These features are prominent local topographic highs that
form ridges or plateaus up to several hundred meters wide and extend
for tens of kilometers (Stephenson et al., 1998; Whitehead and
Stephenson, 1998). The digitate, fan-shaped lobes may be analogous
to small pahoehoe lobes that extend from lava tubes, channels, and in-
flation features (including sinuous tumuli) in basaltic lava flow fields
on the Earth (e.g., Orr et al., 2015).

Examples of dark, smooth flows and associated lava channels/tubes
and other volcanic features are included in Fig. 5. Fig. 5A shows a contin-
uous lava channel at the crest of a curvilinear topographic high. Small
dark lobes extend laterally from the channel and dominate the flanks
of this distributary system. The sinuous channel has a relatively constant
width and dark flows associated with this channel embay and extend
across the surfaces of adjacent rugged flows. Bleacher et al. (2007b) ob-
served lava flows with similar morphologies (sinuous to linear ridges
exhibiting sinuous chains of collapse pits or elongate depressions
along the ridge crest) on the flanks of Olympus Mons and characterized
them as tube-fed flows. A lava channel in a region dominated by dark,
smooth lava flows is shown in Fig. 5B. The channel is discontinuous
and poorly defined in a zonewhere small flows appear to have accumu-
lated adjacent to the channel (upper right in Fig. 5B). To the southwest,
the channel branches into two main segments, one of which shows a
braided morphology. Flows to the southeast in Fig. 5B (bottom right)
exhibit terraced margins that are highly sinuous at a small scale; these
characteristics suggestflow inflation (e.g., Garry et al., 2012). Fig. 5C dis-
plays a discontinuous distributary system and associated dark, smooth
flows. The trend of the distributary system is defined by a combination
of elongate depressions, a sinuous ridge, and a series of steep-sided sin-
uous plateaus that straddle the sinuous ridge. Discontinuities may be
due to partial burial of segments of an open lava channel and/or trans-
port of the lava in a roofed lava tube. The sinuous ridge and plateaus
are interpreted to be inflation features formed over a lava channel/
tube system due to local increases in lava supply that were insufficient
to cause emplacement of lateral breakout lobes. Collectively these fea-
tures may be a type of elongate lava rise (after Walker, 1991; see also
Stephenson et al., 1998; Whitehead and Stephenson, 1998). From one
locality along the sinuous ridge, a lava flow lobe extends to the south
and appears to be a breakout from the main distributary system. A
lava channel with braided morphology that continues into a series of
steep-sided sinuous plateaus is shown in Fig. 5D. The plateaus have
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small, digitate, fan-shaped lobes of dark lava emanating from theirmar-
gins, particularly on the western side. The occurrence and morphologic
characteristics of the sinuous plateaus indicate accumulation of lava
along a lava channel/tube system, inflation of those lavas, and subse-
quent breakouts from the margins of the inflated features.

5.2. Flow interactions and flow field stratigraphy

CTX images reveal flow patterns and local interfingering and over-
lapping relationships in the study area that allow reconstruction of the
complex flow field surfaces. Distinct embayment relationships are ob-
served between and among the different flow types (Fig. 6). Darker
channel-/tube-fed flows are commonly younger than the adjacent
thicker, bright, rugged flows; however, this is not always the case. The
observed diversity and complexity of interactions between flows may
suggest that lava sources with different eruptive styles andmagnitudes
were active contemporaneously. Further to the south in the study area
and beyond to the southwest, broad flow lobes (Fig. 2B) are partially
buried by both types of elongate lobes. The earlier work of Bleacher
et al. (2007a) using HRSC images showed consistent embayment of
tube-fed flows by channel-fed flows on the main flanks of Arsia Mons
but less consistent relationships in the plains to the south, where our
current observations are concentrated.

Superposition relationships and surface morphologies within the
Arsia Mons study area suggest complex interactions between flows
(Fig. 6); for example, burial of oneflowby another and sharp and grada-
tional contacts between adjacent flows are apparent. The prominent
and distinct margins of the bright, rugged flows are key indicators of
flow lobe superposition,with loss of sinuosity and small-scale breakouts
at their embayed margins. The darker flows are commonly observed to
be deflected by the thicker margins of the bright, rugged flows, but in
some areas dark flows are observed extending onto and partially to
completely burying the rugged levees and surfaces of bright flows. In
some areas, the dark flows appear to inundate rugged flow surfaces
but the larger topographic elements of the underlying rugged flow sur-
face (e.g., flow ridges and impact craters) are preserved. Darker flows
are also seen to inundate and be topographically controlled by the cen-
tral channels within bright flows. In several locations, lateral breakout
lobes from the bright, rugged flows are observed to cover darker flow
surfaces and the narrow channels associated with the darker flows.
Contact relationships between flows of similar brightness are also ob-
served, although it can be difficult to confidently interpret relative
ages in some of these cases.

Specific examples of local stratigraphic relationships and interac-
tions between lava flows in the Arsia Mons flow field study area are in-
cluded in Fig. 6. Superposition of rugged flow lobes is shown in Fig. 6A.
The subdued ruggedness and platy nature of the lowermost flow is con-
sistent with its older relative age which is clearly indicated by superpo-
sition. Dark, smoothflows embayboth ruggedflows in this example and
clearly utilized low-lying regions in the ruggedflow surfaces to advance.
Fig. 6B shows an example in which a bright, rugged lobe is the youngest
flow in the local setting. This is indicated by small lobes that define the
outer edge of the lateral levee system clearly burying parts of the nar-
row channel associated with the dark flows. Fig. 6C shows different
styles and degrees of embayment of a bright, rugged flow by dark,
smooth flows. The northern margin of the rugged flow is completely
buried by the dark flows. The dark flow surfaces to the northeast are
smooth and only extend short distances across the surface of the rugged
flow, with one small lobe reaching the central channel. To the south-
west, the same dark flows appear to have extended much of the way
across the rugged flow surface. Here, the irregular surface texture is at-
tributed to incomplete burial of the rugged flow surface and perhaps
local inflation within the dark flows as they advanced through the rug-
ged topography of the older flow surface. Incomplete burial of that sur-
face is indicated by larger topographic elements “showing through” the
dark flows in small patches as kipuka of the lower flow. It is likely that
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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Fig. 6. Examples (6A–G) of the stratigraphic relationships and interactions between lava flows in the Arsia Mons flow field. CTX images reveal embayment relationships between and
among the different flow types recognized. In Fig. 6A–E, local stratigraphic relationships between and among flows are shown (1 = oldest, 3 = youngest). Fig. 6A shows CTX images
(B02_010464_1545 and P04_002500_1563) of a bright, rugged flow extending from the north covering a rugged flow with platy texture that extends across figure from east to west.
Both rugged flows are embayed by dark flows from the east. B. CTX images (P04_002500_1563 and P05_002856_1568) showing a bright, rugged flow with a central channel and
lateral levees (extending from northeast to southwest) that covers dark flows (at center), which in turn partially bury a rugged flow with a platy surface (extending to south from the
top of figure). Note that in several locations (x) small lobes that define the northwestern edge of the lateral levee system bury a narrow channel associated with the dark flows. C. CTX
image (P01_001590_1567) showing dark flows associated with a narrow channel (top) embaying a bright, rugged flow. Note the pit chain, narrow channel, and associated dark flows
to the southeast that also appear to embay the rugged flow. The dark flows have completely buried the northern margin of the rugged flow and extend across its surface. At the
bottom left, the irregular surface texture is due to incomplete burial of a rugged flow by the dark flows and perhaps local inflation of the dark flows as they advanced through the
rugged topography of the flow surface. D. CTX image (P04_002711_1560) showing dark flows from two narrow channels embaying a rugged flow (at upper right) and interacting
with each other. It is not clear which set of dark flows is younger. Numerous small lobes extending from the northern channel (see also Fig. 5A) can be identified based on the
presence of distinct flow margins that give the appearance they are younger; however, the dark flows associated with the southern channel may have flowed up against and into gaps
between these lobes. Inflation of the southern dark flows may also have helped to obscure the relative flow stratigraphy along this contact. E. CTX images (P01_001524_1569 and
P04_002500_1563) showing a series of bright rugged flows extending from northeast to southwest. The northernmost flow displays a well-developed central channel and lobate
lateral levees. At center, dark flows appear to have been captured within the local depressions defined by the central channels of two rugged lobes. These dark flows extend
downslope and laterally across the rugged pre-existing, rugged surfaces to various distances. F. CTX image (P16_007471_1586) showing a bright, rugged flow that is embayed by dark
flows on both sides. Comparison of the margins of the rugged flow shows differences in sinuosity due to the presence of a set of small lobes to the west that represent the outer edge
of the lateral levee system. The difference in sinuosity could be due to formation of these outer lobes along only one flow margin or a different degree of embayment on the different
sides of the flow, perhaps coupled with larger scale flow inflation to the east. G. CTX image (P18_008038_1544) showing a rugged flow with platy surface texture whose center
contains a smooth plateau rising above the rugged flow surface. The smooth plateau has steep, jagged margins and a sinuous planform that suggests it may represent the location of
the central channel of the rugged flow. The smooth plateau may have formed by dark lavas that were captured by the central channel of the rugged flow and then inflated in a fairly
uniform manner above the flow surface.
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some of the impact craters observed on the dark flows are incompletely
buried craters that formed on the ruggedflow surface below. Dark flows
advancing across the ridged, knobby, and cratered surfaces of rugged
flows could be deflected by the rugged topography and also cause
flow stagnation. Therefore, any resulting inflation might show patterns
that mimic the texture of the underlying rugged flow surface, and
where inflation progressed, it could have resulted in inverted local to-
pography relative to the original flow surface (i.e., inflation may have
Please cite this article as: Crown, D.A., Ramsey,M.S., Morphologic and therm
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been concentrated in what were local topographic lows on the underly-
ing rugged flow surface). The occurrence of the irregular surface texture
on otherwise dark, smoothflows in similar localities across the study re-
gion can be considered representative of flow superposition of rugged
flows by dark (and less viscous) flows. The presence of mixed patches
of dark and bright flow surfaces and observations of steep margins, jag-
ged edges, and through-going patterns likely indicates inflation of dark
flows that overlie rugged surfaces.
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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The contact zone between dark flows associated with two nearby
narrow channels is displayed in Fig. 6D. The northern channel appears
to have laterally fed numerous small lobes that extended to the south.
These lobes exhibit local variations in relief that delineate at least
parts of their margins. The southern channel is surrounded by dark
flows that cannot clearly be divided into discrete lobes, and the contact
relationship between the two sets of dark flows is unclear. The better
delineation of flows from the north and possible deflection of several
lobes suggests that they may be younger; however, the southern
flows may have flowed up against and into gaps between these lobes
and perhaps also inflated against the topographic barrier of the north-
ern flows, suggesting that they could be younger.

Capture of dark, smooth flows in pre-existing central channels of
two rugged lobes is shown in Fig. 6E. In both cases, the dark flows
cover the central channelized regions of the rugged flows, extend
downslope over them, and then spread to inundate the ruggedflow sur-
face farther downslope. This creates a hybrid morphology in which the
flow margin is the steep-sided levee of a bright, rugged flow and the
surface is dark, smooth lava. This type of relationship between the
dark and bright flows also suggests a lower viscosity for the dark
flows, and directly indicates the age relationship between these flow
types in this location.

Fig. 6F displays a bright, rugged lobe surrounded by dark lava flows.
The east andwest sides of the rugged flow exhibit differences in sinuos-
ity. Thewestern side displays a higher sinuosity due to the presence of a
set of small lobes that represent the outer edge of the lateral levee sys-
tem. These may represent the original flow margin that formed when
the flow front passed this location or they may have formed as break-
outs from the levees. The eastern side does not exhibit these small
lobes. This asymmetry can be attributed to differences in flow emplace-
ment, embayment, or relative age. Perhaps the small, outer lobes did
not form on the east side of the flow, and asymmetric levee develop-
ment could be related to differences in the local topography
(i.e., slope) and roughness of the pre-flow surface. Alternatively, the
margin of the rugged flow could be partially buried to the east; a larger
degree of embayment could bury or obscure any small breakout lobes
that formed there. If darkflows from the east bankedup against the rug-
gedflow, theymay also have inflated, further hindering identification of
small lateral breakout lobes. CTX images have been used to interpret
relative ages of the flows and suggest that the bright rugged flow is
older than the dark, smooth flows to the east and west. This is based
on observations of dark, smooth flows following and flowing into in-
dentations along rugged flow margins and extending onto them, as
well as a lack of clear superposition of small lateral lobes on top of
dark, smooth lava to the west. Because the relative ages between the
flows can be difficult to interpret, an alternative scenario might be
that the small, breakout lobes from the levees are younger than dark,
smooth flows to the west. This example shown in Fig. 6F demonstrates
that detailed analysis of flow margins using high-resolution images is
essential for accurate studies of flow emplacement, as flow widths
and flow margin characteristics are key quantitative input parameters
for models that estimate flow properties (e.g., Hulme, 1974; Fink and
Zimbelman, 1990; Lopes and Kilburn, 1990; Bruno et al., 1994;
Rowland et al., 2004; Glaze et al., 2009). Many past studies that calcu-
late properties such as flow viscosity have assumed that the entire
flow width has been observed/measured. It is clear from the Arsia
Monsflow field that this is probably not the case. Fig. 6G shows a rugged
flow with a central smooth interior plateau with steep, jagged margins
that likely corresponded to a central channel. We interpret its occur-
rence, shape, and surface characteristics to be due to capture of dark
lava by the topography of the central channel of a rugged flow, subse-
quent flow down the channel, and later inflation to a level above the
rugged flow surface. This example further illustrates the highly compli-
cated nature of theseflow field surfaces, but also that CTX images can be
used to discriminate complex flow types and superposition
relationships.
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5.3. Thermophysical and spectral variability

5.3.1. Thermophysical diversity
The unusual thermal behavior south of Arsia Mons was initially noted

by Bandfield (2009), who attributed highly variable slopes in TES and
THEMIS apparent emissivity spectra to sub-pixel temperature mixing
caused by rough surfaces with steep slopes. These topographic slopes
caused by roughness elements (e.g., blocky lava flows) have variable sur-
face temperatures due to shadowing, which results in multicomponent
thermal mixing and the spectral distortions observed. Modeling of these
spectra showed that RMS slopes of ~30° are needed to represent the spec-
tral distortions (Bandfield, 2009). These surfaces therefore represent
some of the roughest on the planet with centimeter to meter scale topo-
graphic elements. Depending on the size of the TIR pixel and degree of
thermal mixing, surfaces with such a large fraction of topographic slopes
and/or roughness elements result in thermally-emitted radiance with a
high degree of anisothermality, especially at times of high solar incidence
angles. This thermal mixing at the cm–m scale is quite different than the
spectral mixing at the micron-scale noted by Ramsey and Fink (1999),
which assumes an isothermal pixel and models higher percentages of
micron-scale roughness (i.e., surface vesicularity) based upon an emissiv-
ity spectrumcloser to that of a blackbody (e.g., emissivity equal to unity at
all wavelengths). Anisothermality at the pixel scale regardless of the
micron-scale roughness results in non-linear mixing in radiance space
as opposed to linear mixing in emissivity space. The distinct spectral
slopes in the derived apparent emissivity spectra arise depending on
the value chosen for the maximum assumed emissivity or the presump-
tion of a uniform surface temperature within the field of view. It was
this analysis of the TES and THEMIS spectral slopes that allowed
Bandfield (2009) to model and describe the range of surface roughness
based on a Gaussian distribution of random slope azimuths.

Southern Tharsis is generally considered to be spectrally bland in the
IR due to the assumption of significant amounts of surface dust present
throughout the region. Here, dust produces a relatively high visible albedo
(range ~0.23–0.25) and moderate dust cover index values (DCI, range
from ~0.93 to 0.98) (e.g., Ruff and Christensen, 2002). Ramsey and
Crown (2010) analyzed day and night THEMIS IR images of this region,
confirmed the rough surfaces modeled by Bandfield (2009), and also ob-
served unusual lava flow scale thermophysical variability. The DCI range
reveals that there are some areas relatively free of dust at the spatial res-
olution of TES (3 km/pixel). At the spatial resolution of THEMIS (100 m/
pixel), many of these regions can be associated with individual flow
units. Based on the results of Bandfield (2009) and examination of
shadowing in high-resolution images, the rugged, higher-albedo flows
have centimeter- tometer-scale roughnesswith someareas being partial-
ly infilled by aeolian material. Rocky surfaces on Mars that are relatively
free of dust typically show warmer nighttime temperatures and cooler
daytime temperatures,with the opposite behavior for surfaces that are ei-
ther uniformly fine-grained or for rocky material that is heavily mantled
by fine-grained dust. Fig. 1C shows that flow surfaces southwest of Arsia
Mons exhibit all styles of thermophysical behavior indicating either
a) non-uniform mantling of dust and therefore a mixing of temperature
and albedo effects at the sub-pixel scale, b) the presence of different
aged flows with the younger flows being less dust covered, and/or
c) the preferential removal and/or trapping of dust on certain flows. Fur-
thermore, flow surfaces are also found in the same vicinity that exhibit no
apparent change in their diurnal temperature, with some surfaces re-
maining uniformly cool and others uniformly warm throughout the diur-
nal cycle. For this level of thermophysical variability to be present in a
relatively small region is unusual on Mars. If the lava flows southwest of
Arsia Mons have been uniformly mantled by airfall dust at a constant
rate since their emplacement, the thermophysical responsewould identi-
cal to other dusty regions onMars (i.e., surfaces with uniformly low ther-
mal inertia and hence, warmer temperatures in the day and
correspondingly cooler surfaces at night). On the other hand, if the lava
flows were of significantly different ages, the younger flows should
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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Fig. 7. HiRISE image (PSP_006614_1580) of a representative bright, rugged flow in the
southwest Arsia Mons region. (A) Central channel and levee structure of the flow. The
white box indicates the area shown in (B). An example of TARs is seen directly above
the white box near the upper left corner of the image. (B) Detail of the lower-albedo
aeolian infill material with outcrops of the topographically-higher, brighter lava flow
surface visible.
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have less dust cover and behave thermally as rocky surfaces (i.e., surfaces
with higher thermal inertia and hence, cooler temperatures in the day
and correspondingly warmer surfaces at night). We see both of these
end-member cases (a and b above) in the southwest Arsia Mons flow
field. However, neither would explain flows that show no temperature
change throughout theMars day. Themost likely cause of this unusual be-
havior is that the rugged, blockyflowshave surfaces that consist of a com-
bination of relatively low-albedo rocky surfaces, partially-mantled dusty
(high-albedo) surfaces, and infilling of topographic lows by sand-sized
particles (intermediate to lower albedo). Such a complex sub-pixel
mixing scenario could result in a unique situation of relative thermal sta-
bility throughout the diurnal cycle. Regardless of the cause, these flows
are of interest as their age and or roughness/topography have resulted
in this state of unusual thermophysical behavior partially due to aeolian
mantling and infilling.

5.3.2. High-resolution image comparisons
As described above, CTX images reveal the visible nature and diver-

sity of the surfaces of lava flows southwest of Arsia Mons. The two pri-
mary flow types identified, a dominantly-smooth and possibly inflated
(dark) flow type and a rough-surfaced (bright) flow type were further
investigated by comparing HiRISE images to THEMIS spectral data.
CTX images provide spatial context at the flow scale, whereas HiRISE
images allow small details of the lava flow surfaces as well as aeolian
modification to be resolved. We focused primarily on the brighter
flow type in this analysis as those flows generally display the largest di-
versity of thermophysical behavior and spectral and thermophysical
variations between lateral levees and central channel, and they clearly
showed the presence of the aeolian infill material.

HiRISE images of the rugged flows reveal clusters of small rocky out-
crops with albedo higher than the aeolian infill in the low-lying regions
surrounding them (Fig. 7). For select locations, we ran unsupervised
classifications to estimate a simple first-order surface coverage of lava
outcrop versus fines (Crown et al., 2009). Typically, the intermediate-
to lower-albedo, sandy infill covers 50–60% of the flow surface, and
therefore would contribute this amount of spectral signal linearly to
any averaged IR spectrum of a THEMIS pixel (e.g., Ramsey and
Christensen, 1998). The remaining percentage of non-mantledflow sur-
face would easily be enough to produce the scales of roughness docu-
mented by Bandfield (2009). The infilling material is distinctly
different in albedo and spatial patterns than air fall dust. Dust would
be expected to cover all surfaces (rocky and sandy) in the region equal-
ly, with perhaps some preferential removal by wind on the higher sur-
faces. In addition, small patches of transverse aeolian ridges (TARs)
are frequently observed in the topographic lows, interpreted to be lith-
ified relicts of prior, more pervasive aeolian activity. The dark aeolian
material fills low-lying areas on the flow surface to a similar depth,
above which the flow surfaces appear to be free of this material. The
rocky outcrops on these rugged surfaces also reveal flow patterns,
such as flow-perpendicular folding, that are most obvious in the rugged
levees and at flowmargins where the aeolian infilling material is not as
pervasive (Fig. 7). HiRISE images demonstrate that flow surfaces still in-
clude a significant component of massive bedrock outcrops, which re-
main despite prolonged degradation by aeolian processes.

5.3.3. IR spectral diversity and flow morphology
THEMIS IR image data for the study areawere obtained from the PDS

archive maintained by the THEMIS science team. These data were
preprocessed and downloaded using the THMPROC tool (http://www.
thmproc.mars.asu.edu). The pixel-integrated brightness temperature
and emissivitywere extracted from these radiance data following atmo-
spheric correction, as described in Section 4 (Fig. 8A). THEMIS spectral
data were examined for defined regions of interest (ROIs) that were
chosen based on high-resolution image analysis. These data were com-
pared across the two dominant flow types as well as for variations both
downflow and across individual flow units.
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Single regions of interest (ROI) averaging 16 THEMIS IR pixels were
extracted from the atmospherically-corrected emissivity data (Fig.
8B,C). Spectra from these regions are shown in Fig. 9A. The IR spectra
from the two flow types are statistically different, although their spec-
tral shapes are similar both to one another and to basaltic spectra de-
rived elsewhere on the planet (Bandfield, 2002). What is apparent in
the spectrum of the bright flow (ROI #18) is the negative slope from
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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Fig. 8. THEMIS IR spectral regions analyzed in this work. (A) THEMIS daytime brightness temperature image following atmospheric correction and temperature/emissivity separation
(THEMIS image I07370003). The white boxes indicate the regions shown in (B) and (C), with the smaller black boxes showing the regions of interest (ROIs) from which spectral data
were extracted. ROIs #4 and #18 are from the bright, rugged flow type, and ROIs #3, #6, and #22 are from dark, smooth flow surfaces. (B) Part of CTX image (P05_002856_1568)
showing the area of upper white box in (A) that includes part of a bright, rugged flow. The area of ROI #18 is noted. (C) Part of the same CTX image showing area of lower white box
in (A) which is dominated by dark, smooth flows. The area of ROI #22 is shown.
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~7.5 to 11.5 μm,which is significantly different than the slope in this re-
gion in the spectrum of the dark flow (ROI #22). This is commonly seen
in pixels covering surfaceswith two ormore surface temperatures aver-
aged together (e.g., Rose et al., 2014) and further supports the results of
Bandfield (2009). A simple fit to the mixed spectrum using a negative
linear slope line can serve as a proxy to remove/reduce this effect in
order to accurately compare spectra from the different flow types.
Upon correction the main absorption feature in the spectrum of the
bright, rugged flow (ROI #18, corrected) remains significantly deeper
than that of the dark, smooth flow, indicating that the bright, rugged
flows are likely less dust covered. This also reinforces the
thermophysical results for these flows, which indicate the bright, rug-
ged flows are rockier with a corresponding diurnal temperature varia-
tion that is cooler in the day and warmer at night compared to other
flows in the region. The rugged levees commonly have daytime temper-
atures ~4° lower than the warmer channels and the surrounding dark
flows, indicating a slightly higher thermal inertia.

Emissivity spectra were also extracted in 24 other locations in the
flow field, focusing on areas of different morphology (e.g., central chan-
nels vs. levees), traverses across and along individual flows, and
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additional sampling of the different flow types. ROI locations were
also chosen based on spectral differences seen as color variations in
standard decorrelation stretch (DCS) band combinations (Fig. 10).
Color variations in a DCS of a thermal infrared radiance image typically
indicate differences in composition, whereas variations in the intensity
of a given color indicate temperature differences (Gillespie, 1992). Some
of the color variations (especially those that are not correlatedwith sur-
face features) are likely due to atmospheric and/or instrument variabil-
ity. However, color differences related to specific flow units are evident
and are confirmed by examining emissivity spectra (Fig. 9).

The locations of three representative ROIs are shown on Fig. 8A (#3,
#4, and #6). The spectra from these locations (Fig. 9B) are similar to
those in Fig. 9A, with the largest difference occurring once again be-
tween the rough flow levees of a bright, rugged flow (ROI #4) and
dark, smooth flow surfaces (ROIs #3 and #6). The smooth flows have
9.3 μm absorptions that are 10–30% shallower than the rugged flow le-
vees. The variation in spectral depth is likely due to the presence of dust
mantling, whereas the overall shape is a function of the lava composi-
tion. ROI #6 has the shallowest spectral feature; it occurs on a flow
that may be older than the flow from which ROI #3 was extracted.
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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Fig. 9. THEMIS IR spectra extracted from processed I07370003 image. (A) Comparison of
average spectra of ROI #22 (dark, smooth flow) and ROI #18 (bright, rugged flow),
chosen to display the spectral diversity in the flow field. Spectra have the same general
shape and indicate a likely basaltic composition. ROI #22, however, has a slightly deeper
absorption at 8.5 μm that could be the result of a compositional variation of the lava or
the presence of more dust on the surface of these flows. The higher overall emissivity
also indicates the presence of more dust. ROI #18 shows a distinct slope from 7.5 to
11.5 μm that is commonly seen in anisothermal surfaces (e.g., Rose et al., 2014). Removal
of that slope (ROI #18 – corrected) results in a spectrum that is still significantly lower in
emissivity and statistically separable from the spectrum of ROI #22. This indicates that air
fall dust mantling is not uniform across the flow field and that the rougher flows may in
fact be less dusty. (B) IR emissivity spectra extracted from ROI's #3, #4, and #6 also
show variability between flowunits. The surface of the bright, rugged flowwith the cooler
daytime signature has the deepest spectral feature (ROI #4). See Fig. 8 for ROI locations.
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That flow occupies the central channel of the bright, rugged (low day-
time temperature) flow from which ROI #4 was acquired. Spectral var-
iations between the smooth, darker flow units are likely due to the
accumulation of dust andmay reflect relative flow ages and/or the abil-
ity to retain dust once deposited on those surfaces. The spectrum of ROI
#4 has the deepest spectral feature observed and was extracted from a
flow levee that displays one of the strongest diurnal temperature varia-
tions in the region (Fig. 9B). This spectrum also has a slightly deeper ab-
sorption at 8.5 μm, which could indicate a different flow composition
compared to the smoother flows. Alternatively, its spectrummay reflect
a mixture of the lava flow composition plus the aeolian infilling materi-
al. The higher-albedo, rockier flows appear to have less pervasive dust
mantling, however have more aeolian infilling of the low lying parts of
the flows. In such cases, these flows are a checkerboard linear mixture
of rock plus sand and present a target from which the actual lava com-
position can be extracted spectrally.
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6. Discussion

As presented above, this investigation of the lava flow fields south-
west of Arsia Mons and in northeast Daedalia Planum using imaging
and thermophysical datasets has provided new characterizations of
a) lava flow surfaces, including the effects of aeolian infilling and man-
tling; b) lava flow morphology and related emplacement styles; and
c) the development of Martian lava flow fields, given the overlapping
and interfingering relationships documented between adjacent flow
lobes. Below we discuss further the volcanological implications of cer-
tain aspects of our results, including potential sources for the lava
flows analyzed, inferences regarding flow rheology and implications
for lava flow emplacement styles (including the role of flow inflation),
and analogies between Martian and terrestrial flow fields.

6.1. Source vents

Analyses of Viking Orbiter images showed vast flow fields south of
Arsia Mons with flow patterns radiating from the Arsia Mons SW rift
(Carr et al., 1977). This early study along with the lack of identified
vents within the rift apron near Arsia Mons in more recent work
(i.e., Bleacher et al., 2007a) suggest that the primary source for lavas
that accumulated to form the voluminous flow fields was the SW rift.
Buried flank vents could also have contributed but some morphologic
indication of these would be expected given the high spatial resolution
of recently acquired images. The detailed investigation of part of the
flow field presented here did not reveal flank vents within the study
area. Results show long, rugged flows extending into the study area
from the north but also that these flows cannot be easily traced north-
ward to any obvious sources due to the overlapping nature of lobes
within the flow field. In addition, the flow field appears to include ex-
tensive distributary systems that emplace smaller lobes of the dark,
smooth lava type. With additional mapping of the flow field north of
the study area, these distributary systems may be traced northward to-
ward the SW rift, providing an indication of their full lengths and an as-
sessment of the overall distributary pattern or patterns southwest of
Arsia Mons. The narrow distributary systems and related dark, smooth
flows are morphologically subtle relative to the rugged flows with
prominent channels and levees but, from the research presented herein,
these may have been of equal importance volumetrically in the overall
emplacement of the flow field, or at least in the part of the flow field
studied here. Knowledge of the history of magma production and relat-
ed sequences of lava flow emplacement associated with the Arsia Mons
SW rift are of fundamental importance in understanding the formation
and evolution of the Tharsis volcanic province on Mars, given the vol-
umes of lava involved and longevity of activity.

6.2. Flow rheology and emplacement style

Observations of and comparisons between the bright, rugged and
dark, smooth flows provide insight into the relative rheologic properties
of these flow types and their emplacement styles. In particular, surface
roughness, flow thickness, branching behavior, and volcanological set-
ting can be used to interpret relative lava viscosities and emplacement
scenarios. The smoother upper surfaces, thinness, more numerous,
and smaller lobes of the dark, smooth flow type suggest lower viscosity
lavas than for the bright, rugged flows. TIR data show basaltic spectral
signatures for both flow types; however, spectral variations do not
clearly distinguish between potential compositional differences and dif-
ferences caused by aeolian effects. Given the channel-/tube-fed nature
of the dark flow type, the difference in viscosity may be the result of
transport within an insulated distributary system that limits heat loss,
rather than a significant compositional difference between the flow
types. If the differences between the flow types are predominantly tex-
tural (rather than compositional), local supply (i.e., lava supply along an
discrete path or to an individual flow lobe) may be a controlling factor
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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Fig. 10.Different decorrelation stretch (DCS) band combinations of the THEMIS IR radiance image (I07370003). The color variations are due both to atmospheric and instrument effects as
well as correlated to individual flows and flow levees. (A) Bands 8, 7, 5 in R, G, B. (B) Bands 9, 6, 4 in R, G, B. (C) Bands 6, 4, 2 in R, G, B. See text for discussion.
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(e.g., Rowland and Walker, 1990). For the SW Arsia Mons/NE Daedalia
Planum region, we have not examined surface slopes for individual
flow lobes but overall slopes for lava flows within the study region are
consistently low (b2°). With local supply rates higher than some
threshold value, larger, thicker, bright, rugged flows may have formed,
whereas, below that threshold, lava would have been transported
through the narrow tube and channel systems that emplaced the small-
er, thinner, dark, smooth flows. In this scenario, the flow types could
have been derived from the same magma sources, and higher flow
rates would have caused disruption of the flow surface and an increase
in viscosity sufficient to generate a different emplacement style in some
locations.

The dark, smooth flow type exhibits morphologic properties attrib-
uted to flow inflation. Steep-sided and sometimes terraced margins,
the occurrence of digitate breakout lobes, and the presence of smooth-
surfaced plateaus along lava channel/tube systems indicatemorpholog-
ic similarities to inflation signatures in terrestrial pahoehoe flows
(e.g., Chitwood, 1994; Hon et al., 1994; Giacomini et al., 2009; Garry
et al., 2012; Orr et al., 2015). Flow inflation in terrestrial environments
commonly occurs for basaltic lavas in low-slope settings, in tube-fed
flow units, and in relatively low-viscosity lava types when two or
more are present (i.e., in pahoehoe flows in flow fields with a'a and
pahoehoe present). Low emplacement rates for the breakout lobes are
likely given their inferred sources in inflation plateaus; this, combined
with their digitate morphology suggests that they may be analogous
to small, low supply-rate compoundflow lobeswith pahoehoeflow tex-
tures observed at Hawaiian volcanoes (e.g., Swanson, 1973; Rowland
and Walker, 1990; Hon et al., 1994; Crown and Baloga, 1999).
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Observations of the sinuosity and lobate nature of the fronts and
margins of dark, smooth flows and interactions with rugged flows sup-
port the interpretation of the dark, smooth flows as having a lower vis-
cosity. Both primary emplacement morphologies (i.e., lobate flow
fronts) and modified morphologies are indicated by the characteristics
of the dark, smooth flows. The dark flows appear to bemore fluid in na-
ture based on their response to topographic elements of the bright rug-
ged flows, including their margins and surface features. Complex
modification of dark flowmargins may be due to flow inflation and su-
perposition of flow textures (as discussed in Section 5.2).
6.3. Terrestrial analogues

The array and diversity of volcanicmorphologies observed in the ex-
tensive flow fields southwest of Arsia Mons and in northeast Daedalia
Planum are similar to those found on the flanks of terrestrial basaltic
shield volcanoes (e.g., Holcomb, 1987; Swanson et al., 1979). The flanks
of Hawaiian shield volcanoes are characterized by a'a and pahoehoe
flow textures that distinguish high- and low-viscosity flow types. The
downslope morphologic zonation within individual large, rugged
flows and development of prominentmedial channel and levee systems
southwest of ArsiaMons are generally similar toHawaiian basalticflows
that are dominated by a'a flow textures (e.g.,Wolfe, 1988; Peitersen and
Crown, 1999). Lower viscosity, dark, smooth lavas that are transported
through complex distributary systems composed of channels, tubes,
and inflation plateaus engender comparisons to compound Hawaiian
flows that exhibit pahoehoe flow textures.
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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The flow types recognized on Mars are consistent with channel-fed
and tube-fed units described in previous work (Bleacher et al., 2007a,
b) that showed consistent embayment of tube-fed flows by channel-
fed flows on the main flanks of Arsia Mons but less consistent relation-
ships in the plains to the south. Interactions between the flow types in-
clude deflection of the flow path for the dark, smooth lava by the locally
high-standing topography of the flow fronts andmargins of bright, rug-
ged flows, as well as the their rugged surface textures. In addition, dark,
smooth flows are captured by local topographic lows (i.e., central chan-
nels) within bright, rugged lobes. Based on observations presented
herein and revealed through geologic mapping (Crown et al., 2015),
the bright, rugged and dark, smooth flow types are intermingled both
spatially and temporally within this part of the SW Arsia/NE Daedalia
flow field. These complex relationships are suggestive of the interac-
tions between pahoehoe and a'a flows on Hawaiian volcanoes. At Kilau-
ea Volcano for example, lower viscosity, tube-fed pahoehoe lobes are
commonly observed to inundate previously-emplaced pahoehoe units
and to surround, invade, and sometime bury larger, thicker lobes with
a'a flow textures, surmounting topographic obstacles through inflation
(e.g., Crown et al., 2005). Some Hawaiian flows are also observed to
undergo a downslope transition from pahoehoe to a'a, resulting in
superposition of a'a flow lobes over pre-existing pahoehoe surfaces
(e.g., Peterson and Tilling, 1980).

Although the identification of two intermingled flow types yields
general analogies to Hawaiian basaltic flow fields, there are both impor-
tant similarities and differences between the Martian and terrestrial
flow fields. The morphologic characteristics of and differences between
the dark, smooth and bright, rugged flow types, evidence for their low-
and high-viscosity flow behavior (respectively), and the local strati-
graphic relationships observed show strong similarities to Hawaiian
flow fields composed of tube-fed pahoehoe and a'a flows. Furthermore,
the identification of a low-viscosity lava type that is transported for long
distances through insulated conduits, has a tendency to inflate, and ex-
tends from distal distributary features (including inflation plateaus) as
small lobes with digitate morphology suggests that the dark, smooth
flows behave in a similar fashion to terrestrial pahoehoe. However, it
is important to note several potential discrepancies in the Martian-
Hawaiian analogy. The Martian flows analyzed in this study are larger
than typical terrestrial counterparts. The bright, rugged lobes in partic-
ular are typically longer (100 km and longer) and appear to be thicker
than terrestrial lava flows. The lengths of lava flows in Hawaii are in
some cases limited by their points of ocean entry. Flows from Episodes
1–20 of the Pu'u' O'o eruption of Kilauea Volcano had mean lengths of
~5 km, with maximum lengths up to 13.5 km, and thicknesses of up
to 11 m (e.g., Wolfe, 1988; Peitersen and Crown, 1999). Paired a'a and
pahoehoe flows from the 1859 eruption of Mauna Loa both reached
the coast at distances N50 km(e.g., Greeley, 1987). Lava tubes have con-
tributed to emplacement of the some of the longest lava flows on Earth,
including flows in north Queensland (Australia) that extend to 160 km
in length (Stephenson et al., 1998). Martian rugged flow surfaces also
show massive bedrock outcrops rather than the rubbly surfaces of
terrestrial a'a flows and do not exhibit obvious downflow textural tran-
sitions (i.e., pahoehoe to a'a). The features observed along the distribu-
tary systems for the dark, smooth flows are also larger than typical
terrestrial lava tubes and inflation plateaus. Terrestrial inflation fea-
tures, such as tumuli, pressure ridges, and pressure plateaus, typically
show relief of 5 to 20m (Chitwood, 1994; Hon et al., 1994). The digitate
breakout lobes on Mars identified in the study area extend up to ~1 km
from the bases of their inferred sources, whereas tube-fed pahoehoe
lobes at the margins and within the interior of Hawaiian flow fields
can be quite small with limited supply (i.e., several meters in length),
but individual compound lobes have also be traced for much larger dis-
tances (i.e., many hundreds ofmeters) on the surfaces of theMaunaUlu
and Pu'u' O'o flow fields at Kilauea Volcano. The large difference in age
between the Martian and Hawaiian flows could be responsible for
some of these discrepancies. Any glassy upper surface crusts that may
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have existed onMarswould have been eroded over the long time period
since flow emplacement. Although such factors as scale differences,
flow composition, and small-scale surface characteristics require further
research, the current study has documented the development of a Mar-
tian lava flow field that shows two dominantflow types,with lower and
higher viscosity end-members having emplacement scenarios and in-
teractions analogous to pahoehoe and a'a flows in terrestrial settings.
These similarities do not strictly mean that a'a and pahoehoe flows, as
defined for basaltic flows on the Earth, occur onMars, but they illustrate
comparable patterns in flow field development. The bright, rugged
flows could be massive, blocky flows that represent the high-viscosity,
a'a-like flow type, with the dark, smooth flows being the Martian
pahoehoe-equivalent. Further research is needed to explore the full ex-
tent of the vastflowfields southwest of ArsiaMons and to interpretflow
field development in terms of the long-term evolution of the Tharsis
volcanic province.

7. Conclusions

The extensive lava flow field in our SW Arsia Mons/NE Daedalia
Planum study area (22.5–27.5°S, 120–130°W) was investigated using
a combination of VNIR and TIR image datasets. CTX and THEMIS images
along with THEMIS-derived thermophysical and spectral properties
were used to examine flow morphology, flow interactions and flow
field stratigraphy, and the effects of aeolian activity on flow surfaces,
as well as the spectral and thermophysical characteristics of individual
lava flows. Results include:

1) The high spatial resolution of CTX images has been shown to be use-
ful for identification and characterization of two main types of lava
flows (bright, rugged flows and dark, smooth flows) that dominate
the flow field southwest of Arsia Mons.

2) Bright, rugged flows have elongate sinuous planform shapes, knob-
by, ridged, and/or platy surface textures, are generally longer and
thicker relative to dark, smooth flows, commonly display medial
channel and levee systems, and may have broad distal lobes. Bright,
rugged flow lobes exhibit lengths of 100 km or more in the study
area and are typically 3 to 10 km wide.

3) Dark, smooth flows have relatively featureless surfaces, are typically
shorter and thinner relative to bright, rugged flows, are directly as-
sociated with distributary systems that may include narrow lava
channels, lava tubes, and/or sinuous ridges and plateaus. Steep-
sided and sometimes terraced margins, the occurrence of digitate
breakout lobes, and the presence of smooth-surfaced plateaus
along lava channel/tube systems are interpreted as signatures of
flow inflation. Channel segments within dark, smooth flows are typ-
ically 5 to 40 km long.

4) The smoother upper surfaces, thinner, more numerous, smaller
lobes, and the channel-/tube-fed nature of the dark, smooth lava
type indicates a lower viscosity lava than for the bright, rugged
flows. This is consistent with interactions between the flow types
and observations of dark, smooth lava inundating the surfaces of
rugged flows to various degrees.

5) CTX images also reveal flow patterns and local interfingering and
overlapping relationships that allow reconstruction of the complex
flow field surfaces. Darker channel-/tube-fed flows are generally
younger than adjacent thicker, bright, rugged flows; however, this
is not always the case. The observed diversity and complexity of in-
teractions between flows suggests that lava sources with different
eruptive styles andmagnitudes and/or lavas that experienced differ-
ent local emplacement conditions were active contemporaneously.

6) CTX and HiRISE images of the same region show that flow field sur-
faces are dominated by three main types of materials: bedrock out-
crops of lava, fine-grained aeolian deposits that accumulate locally
in low-lying areas, and small patches of lithified, degraded TARs.
ophysical characteristics of lava flows southwest of ArsiaMons, Mars,
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7) Comparisons between daytime and nighttime TIR data do not show
typical temperature changes associated with surfaces dominated by
either fine-grained or blocky materials. Some flow surfaces show no
temperature change over a diurnal cycle, whereas, adjacent flows
show both types of temperature inversion (i.e., warm during the
day/cool at night and cool during theday/warmat night). This varied
thermal behavior on such small spatial scales and confined to indi-
vidual lava flows in some cases is attributed to the complex thermal
interplay of fine-grained materials mantling, and in places infilling,
rugged lava flow surfaces, with albedo effects having strong influ-
ences on the radiant temperature.

8) The TES-derived albedo (0.24–0.26) and dust cover index (0.95–
0.97) predict moderate levels of dust cover in this region southwest
of ArsiaMons. Some of the observed spectral contrast is attributed to
variable amounts of dust cover. Flows with the lowest dust cover
index and largest spectral contrast show the expected day-night
temperature behavior (cool in the day/warm at night), indicating
that the dust cover is optically thin (if present at all). The dominant
spectral signature suggests a basaltic composition for the flows,
which is consistent with the geomorphic analysis and indicates
that these flows are similar to pahoehoe and a'a flows on Earth.
Other spectral and thermophysical variations correlate to specific
morphologic differences within, along, and across individual flows.
There are certain locations where the spectral character may shift
to what could be interpreted as a slightly more evolved lava compo-
sition. This could indicate changes in the erupted lava type during
emplacement of the flow field or it may simply be the result of
changes in the percentage of lava versus aeolian mantling material
on these surfaces. Regardless, the ability to extract meaningful spec-
tral and thermophysical information of a region generally consid-
ered inaccessible to TIR data analysis on Mars is significant and
suggests that regions of Mars that have heretofore been overlooked
warrant further TIR analysis.

Our initial results using THEMIS data for the southwest Arsia Mons
region presented here demonstrate the utility of integrating
thermophysical response and spectral variability with morphologic
studies in analyses of volcanic terrains onMars. Detailed andmore com-
prehensive analyses of the thermophysical and spectral variations of
Martian lava flow fields are ongoing (see Simurda et al., 2015) and nec-
essary to systematically explore and fully interpret the observations
presented herein. These studies should provide important constraints
on both the volcanic and aeolian geology of the southern Tharsis region.

This study is one of a broader suite of geologic analyses of the south-
ern Tharsis region of Mars, including geologic and flow fieldmapping of
the current study area and adjacent regions (e.g., Giacomini et al., 2012;
Crown et al., 2013, 2015; Garry et al., 2014), analyses of lava flow mor-
phology and constraints on flow emplacement styles (e.g., Crown et al.,
2009, 2010), and exploration of the thermophysical and spectral charac-
teristics of Martian lava flows, including systematic comparisons of dif-
ferent flows and rigorous evaluations of down- and across flow
variations (e.g., Ramsey and Crown, 2010; Ramsey et al., 2012;
Simurda et al., 2015). This research establishes a foundation for evaluat-
ing the nature, chronology, and diversity of volcanism in the largest vol-
canic province on Mars.
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